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From Flatland to Our Land 
A mathematician’s journey through our changing planet 





Joseph	Fourier,	1827:	Mémoire	sur	les	témperatures		du	globe	
terreste	et	des	espaces	planétaires	

He	said	he	hoped:		
	
“geometers	would	not	only	go	on	in	
their	researches	into	ques5ons	of	
calculus,	but	they	would	consider…	the	
ques5on	of	terrestrial	temperature,	
one	of	the	most	important	and	most	
difficult	of	all	of	natural	philosophy”.	



F = 1370 W/m2•  Incident	solar	flux	
•  Cross-secEonal	area	
•  30%	reflected	(albedo																)	
•  incoming	power		

πa2

α = 0.3
= (1−α )Fπa2

What	determines	the	Earth’s	temperature?	



F = 1370 W/m2•  Incident	solar	flux	
•  Cross-secEonal	area	
•  30%	reflected	(															)	
•  incoming	power		

πa2

α = 0.3
= (1−α )Fπa2

What	determines	the	Earth’s	temperature?	

•  Assume	Earth	is	black	body	at		
•  Emits	from	surface	following	Stefan-

Boltzmann	law:	outgoing	power	= 4πa2σTbb
4

Tbb = 255K

Tbb

observed	surface	
temperature	~288K 

incoming	=	outgoing	



Atmosphere	transmits	larger	
fracEon	of	shortwave	(															)	
than	longwave	(															)	radiaEon	

τ sw = 0.9
τ lw = 0.2

Tg = 286K
observed	surface	
temperature	~288K 

   Tg =
1−α( ) 1+τ sw( )
4σ 1+τ lw( ) F
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Temperature	can	change	by	changing	solar	flux,	
fracEon	of	radiaEon	transmiWed	or	reflecEvity.	
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present time 800,000 years ago 

405 ppmv 

45%	increase	

More	greenhouse	gases	means	smaller	
fracEon	of	longwave	radiaEon	transmiWed	





Mary Ellen Thomas, Nunavut Research Institute: “It is as if a friend that we 
could trust is suddenly acting strangely”  





volcanoes sun 

other pollution greenhouse gases 

IPCC AR4 WG1 9.1 



IPCC AR5 SYR SPM.3 

Other pollution 

All man-made pollution 



Newton’s	2nd	law:	
    

Du
Dt

+ 1
ρ
∇p + gẑ = F

RotaEng	frame:	   uinertial = urotating +Ω × r

Sphere:	   Ω = (0,Ωcosϕ ,Ωsinϕ )   f = 2Ωsinϕ

non-rotaEng	 rotaEng	

EquaEons	of	moEon	

Fluid	on	a	rotaEng	sphere	



   

Du
Dt

+ 1
ρ
∂p
∂x

− fv = Fx

Dv
Dt

+ 1
ρ
∂p
∂y

+ fu = Fy

        1
ρ
∂p
∂z

+ g   = 0

EquaEons	in	
weather	and	
climate	
models	

“Geostrophic	balance”	



p = p0e
−gz/RT

∂u
∂p

= R
fp

∂T
∂y

p
ρ
= RT

Atmosphere	is	an	
ideal	gas:	
	

“Thermal	wind”	



   

∂u
∂t

− f v = − ∂
∂y

u 'v '+Fx

  
u = u + u '
v = v + v '

mean	flow	+	“eddies”	

eddy	fluxes	can	drive	
mean	flows	

observed	annual	
mean	radiaEon	

absorbed solar 

emitted longwave 

net 

heat transport 



Eddies	in	the	atmosphere	and	ocean	

This	near-infrared	photograph	of	the	Earth	was	
taken	by	the	Galileo	spacecraa	

Eddies	in	atmosphere	of	size	~1000	km	

ENVISAT/ASAR	image	shows	the	marginal	ice	zone	
outside	the	ice	shelf	at	Marguerite	Bay	on	the	west	
side	of	the	AntarcEc	Peninsula.		

Eddies	in	ocean	size	~25	km	
	
(40	Emes	smaller	than	atmosphere	
&	usually	parameterized	in	climate	
models)	



Southern Ocean estimated to be responsible for about 40% 
of ocean carbon uptake and 75% of ocean heat uptake. 
Why? Eddies. 

90% 
greenhouse 
heat has gone 
into ocean 

30% carbon 
emissions 
have gone into 
ocean 

WG1	Box	3.1	



Release floats ≤10 km apart along altimetry-estimated 
unstable manifold, close to hyperbolic point 

Ridges in backward-time finite-size 
Lyapunov exponents 



2m km2 = California, New Mexico, 
Arizona, Nevada & Texas 





H	

“do	nothing”	

“do	a	lot”	

Projected temperature change to 
2100 under two possible futures: 



“do	nothing”	

WG2	Box	SPM.1	

Risks of future climate change 

“do	a	lot”	

today	



WG2	Box	SPM.1	

“do	nothing”	

“do	a	lot”	

very high 

high 

Unique & threatened systems 

today	



PredicEng	future	sea	ice	

Depending	on	its	morphology	
&	microstructure,	ice	may	
behave	as	an	elasEc,	briWle,	
viscoelasEc	or	quasi-liquid	
material.		

Sea-ice	consists	of	solid	
fresh-water	ice,	liquid	salty	
brine,	gas	inclusion	&	
possibly	some	other	
components,	which	makes	
it	difficult	to	describe.	

MathemaEcs	of	sea	ice	phenomena	



Include:	robust	informaEon	from	climate	models	for	future	(e.g.	global	
average	temperature),	informaEon	on	long-term	variability	from	other	
datasets	(e.g.	North	AtlanEc)	

Machine	Learning	tools	(Gaussian	Processes)	using	observaEonal	data	

with	ScoW	Hosking	



Include	
informaEon	
about	the	
future	



WG2	Box	SPM.1	

high 

moderate 

Extreme weather, 
distribution & global 
aggregate of impacts 

“do	nothing”	

“do	a	lot”	

today	



Egyptian heatwave, Aug 2015: more than 90 deaths  
 
70% more likely due to climate change 

Mitchell, 2016 

DEVELOPMENT	FINANCE:	future	need	for	
air	condiEoning	in	Cairo	&	impact	on	
power	network?	
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“training”  
(1980-2009) 

“raw data”  
(2030-2059) 

“corrected”  
(2030-2059) 

with	ScoW	Hosking	



with	ChrisEne	McKenna,	Tom	Bracegirdle	

Modelling	studies	used	to	
idenEfy	dynamical	pathways	of	
response	to	ArcEc	sea	ice	loss	
	
Indicates	that	it	can	impact	
weather	paWerns	across	
Europe,	Asia	and	North	America	



WG2	Box	SPM.1	

high 

moderate 

Large-scale singular 
events 

e.g.	Feldmann	&	Levermann,	2015	

“do	nothing”	

“do	a	lot”	

today	



SYR	Fig	2.3	



For likely chance of staying below 2°C have 
about 30 years emissions left at current level 

[Estimates of $20 trillion put on “unburnable” 
carbon] 



Credit: NASA 

Our understanding of our climate is rooted in mathematics 
 
Climate change is one of the greatest challenges of our time 
 
The application of mathematical ideas & tools is driving forward our 
knowledge of our changing climate and the risks posed to society and 
the natural world, and is guiding our response to this global threat 
 
It is a clear demonstration of the power of mathematics to address the 
world’s most pressing issues 


